Bopocoin 简介
VR / AR technology is currently one of the world's most talked about
cutting-edge technology, and it is rapidly developing under the
leadership of world-class technology giants. We expect that, the two
technologies VR / AR will open “the door to surrealism” for the scientific
community in the next decade and lead the next wave of technological
change---the future of the virtual world will be convenient to live by the
side of everyone. We will connect the virtual space through VR / AR
technology, engrave everything in the real world. Everyone can immerse
and do anything in the virtual world. It can create countless parallel
space, and repeatedly experience wonderful moments, free from time
and space constraints.
For this ideal, we designed Bopocoin. Using Bokocloud and Bopo
blockchain technology achieve the interaction of large files and
chains,and to solve the VR / AR industry large amount of data storage,
traffic, transmission and other problems.
Bopocoin issued by Bopo Foundation and Bopo Foundation will focus on
establish Bopo global virtual electronic community. Bopo global virtual
e-community will enable heavy applications such as complex VR / AR
scene games in the virtual electronic world. As a shared open platform in
AR / VR field, in will be used to interface various AR / VR open source
technologies, applications and communities, and will strategically

cooperate with the AR / VR Open Organization to provide smart
contracts for the Eco-prosperity of AR / VR. People can connect to virtual
space through the Bopo global virtual community, and open the new
dimensions of perception, interaction, and integration. In that dimension,
reality is insignificant and experience is the real currency of the kingdom.
Mankind will perceive all things in a brand new way without being
limited by time and space, and will ultimately bring about the full release
of creativity and imagination.
The global e-virtual community has its own payment gateway. Bopocoin
will serve as the digital currency for the global virtual e-community.
Enables users to purchase VR / AR applications and content directly with
Bopocoin for point-to-point value delivery within the AR / VR ecosystem.

Currently, Bopo Foundation has entered into a co-operation agreement
with Bokocloud that will exclusively use Bokocloud devices worldwide
(except for Mainland China) as the blockchain basis technology for the
Bopo global virtual e-community. Bopo Foundation has reached the
underlying cooperation agreement with Baofeng New Movie and the
Chinese node of Bopo chain will run on the Bokocloud.
The industry of virtual reality has become a huge industry. According to
Digi-Capital's forecast, VR and AR markets will reach 30 billion and 120
billion U.S. dollars in 2020 respectively. In the next 20 years, VR / AR

scenarios will be around us. We foresee the future impact of VR / AR,
and we think the new era of VR / AR economy has come. And such a new
era will first be realized through the global virtual electronics community
and the Bopocoin.

Bopocoin can be obtained in the following ways under the conditions of
relevant countries' supervision
1. Such as the trial of law of the country, can be purchased by ordinary
currency (fiat).
2. Buy from cryptocurrency
3. Acquired by mining, such as Bokocloud devices provide unused
storage space, broadband and Bokocloud promotion to get
Bopocoin's feedback
4. Bopocoin can be sold on a licensed exchange in exchange for
ordinary currency or cryptocurrency.

